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Abstract. In this paper, we study the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers of the second kind introduced
by Gelineau in his Phd thesis. We give, upon using combinatorial and analytic arguments, the
ordinary generating function of these numbers, two recurrence relations, their exact expressions
and the log-concavity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let ˛ and ˇ be real numbers such that ˛ >  1 and ˇ >  1: The n-th Jacobi
polynomial P .˛;ˇ/n .x/ is defined as the unique polynomial solution with degree n
satisfies the following Jacobi ordinary differential equation of second order: 














We introduce Jacobi differential operator l.˛;ˇ/ Œy .x/ to be
l.˛;ˇ/ Œy .x/D
   w.˛C1;ˇC1/ .x/y0 .x/0
w.˛;ˇ/ .x/
; w.˛;ˇ/ .x/D .1 x/˛ .1Cx/ˇ : (1.3)
Then, the polynomial solution y D P .˛;ˇ/n .x/ of (1.1) satisfies
l.˛;ˇ/ Œy .x/D n.nC˛CˇC1/y .x/ : (1.4)
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where the coefficients JS .n;kI˛;ˇ/ are the Jacobi-Stirling numbers of the second
kind. The same authors proved in [2, Eq. 4.4] that the Jacobi-Stirling number














where .x/n WD x .x 1/   .x nC1/ if n 1 and .x/0 WD 1:
We remark that the last expression of JS .n;kI˛;ˇ/ depends only on ˛Cˇ; so if













.j .j C´//n ; ´ >  1: (1.7)









.X   i .iC´// if k  1 and .X/0;´ WD 1:
The equation (1.8) shows the the Jacobi-Stirling numbers satisfy the following recur-
rence relation:
JS .0;0I´/D 1;
JS .n;0I´/D JS .0;kI´/D 0 if n;k  1;
JS .n;kI´/D JS .n 1;k 1I´/Ck .kC´/JS .n 1;kI´/ if n;k  1:
To give a combinatorial interpretation of the Jacobi-Stirling number JS .n;kI2  1/ ;
let Œ˙n be the set f˙1;˙2; :::;˙ng and we will use definition of the Jacobi-Stirling
set partition [1, Def. 4.1] given as follows.
Definition 1. For all positive integers n; k; ; a Jacobi-Stirling set partition of
Œ˙n into  zero blocks A1; : : : ;A and k nonzero blocks B1; : : : ;Bk is an ordinary
set partition of Œ˙n into kC blocks for which the following conditions hold:
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(1) The blocks A1; : : : ;A ; called the zero blocks, are distinguishable, but the
blocks B1; : : : ;Bk are indistinguishable.
(2) The zero blocks may be empty, but all other blocks are nonempty.
(3) 8i 2 ŒnD f1;2; : : : ;ng ; f i; igª [
jD1Aj ;
(4) 8j 2 Œk ; 8i 2 Œn ; we have f i; ig  Bj , i DminBj :
Andrews et al. showed that the Jacobi-Stirling number JS .n;kI2  1/ is the
number of Jacobi-Stirling set partitions of Œ˙n into  zero blocks and k nonzero
blocks [1, Thm. 4.1].
In his Phd Thesis, Gelineau [3, Sec. 1.4] has introduced the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers
of the second kind JSr .n;kI´/ ; n r  0; as follows.
Definition 2. The r-Jacobi-Stirling number JSr .n;kI2  1/ is the number of
Jacobi-Stirling set partitions of Œ˙n into  zero blocks and k nonzero blocks such
that minBj D j for j D 1; : : : ; r:
The author gives some interesting properties of these numbers. In this paper, we
study the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers of the second kind by giving, with combinatorial
and analytic proofs, their ordinary generating function, two recurrence relations, their
exact expressions and the log-concavity.
2. MAIN RESULTS
To start, we give in the following theorem the ordinary generating function.
Theorem 1. For all positive integers n; k; the r-Jacobi-Stirling number








Proof. Let  be a positive integer and ´D 2   1: According to Definition 2, let
mj DminBj ; j D 1; : : : ;k be fixed and ordering the minimal elements of the nonzero
blocks to get m1 < m2 <    < mk : We have m1 D 1; : : : ;mr D r and mj  j for





1; : : : ;k: Hence, we count the number of ways to construct such blocks A1; : : : ;A
and B1; : : : ;Bk by insertion the elements of the set Œ˙n f˙m1; : : : ;˙mkg : Since
the elements of the set Œn   fm1; : : : ;mkg are the integer elements of the set
mr ;mrC1Œ[  [ mk;nC1Œ ; we can proceed the proof by insertion the integer ele-
ments (and their opposites) of each interval.
Indeed, let j 2 fr; : : : ;kg and s 2 mj ;mjC1 with convention mkC1 D nC1:
Case 1: If  s 2 [
iD1Ai and s 2
k[
iD1Bi ; there are  ways to insert  s in the zero
blocks and since the blocks BjC1; : : : ;Bk; when they exist, have minimal elements
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mjC1 > s >mj  j; it follows that s can be inserted only in the blocks B1; : : : ;Bj :
So, we count in this case j possibilities.
Case 2: If s 2 [
iD1Ai and  s 2
k[
iD1Bi ; by symmetry, there are j ways.
Case 3: If˙s 2 k[
iD1Bi ; since  s and s can be inserted only in the blocks B1; : : : ;Bj
and can’t be inserted in the same block, there are j .j  1/ ways.





contains nj WD mjC1  mj   1 integer elements, then the number





.j .j C´//nj : It follows that the number to insert the elements (and their oppos-
ites) of the set mr ;mrC1Œ[    [ mk;mkC1Œ is
kY
jDr
.j .j C´//nj : So, the number











which gives the desired result. 
Proposition 1. For all positive integers n; k; r; the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers
JSr .n;kI´/ satisfy
JSr .n;kI´/D JSr 1 .n;kI´/  .r  1/.r  1C´/JSr 1 .n 1;kI´/ :
Proof. The number of the set partitions of Œ˙n into  zero blocks and k nonzero
blocks such that minBj D j for j D 1; : : : ; r   1 but minBr ¤ r is
JSr 1 .n;kI2  1/ JSr .n;kI2  1/ :
This number is exactly .r  1/.r  2C2/JSr 1 .n 1;kI2  1/ since the number
of set partitions of the set Œ˙n f˙rg is exactly the number of the set partitions of
the set Œ˙.n 1/ and the elements ˙r can be inserted only in the zero blocks or in
B1[ : : :[Br 1 in .r  1/.r  2C2/ ways, i.e.:
Case 1: If r is in one of the zero blocks (there are  ways to insert it), then the ele-
ment  r can be inserted in the nonzero blocks in r 1 ways, i.e.  r can’t be inserted
in the blocks Br ; : : : ;Bk since these blocks have minimal elements  rC 1: So this
case gives  .r  1/ possibilities.
Case 2: By symmetry, if  r is in one of the zero blocks, we get  .r  1/ possibilit-
ies.
Case 3: If r and r are both in the nonzero blocks, we get .r  1/.r  2/ possibilities
since they can’t both be in the same block. So JSr 1 .n;kI2  1/
 JSr .n;kI2  1/D .r  1/.r  2C2/JSr 1 .n 1;kI2  1/ : 
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Proposition 2. For all non-negative integers n; k; r such that 0 r  k  n and
r < n; the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers JSr .n;kI´/ satisfy
JSr .n;kI´/D JSr .n 1;k 1I´/Ck .kC´/JSr .n 1;kI´/ :
Proof. The number of the set partitions of Œ˙n into  zero blocks and k nonzero
blocks such that minBj D j for j D 1; : : : ; r is JSr .n;kI2  1/ : This number can
be obtained in another manner by considering n as a minimal element or not of a
nonzero block. Indeed, if n is a minimal of such nonzero block, then this block con-
tains only the two elements˙n; in this case we have JSr .n 1;k 1I2  1/ ways,
otherwise, Œ˙.n 1/ can be partitioned in kC  blocks in JSr .n 1;kI2  1/
ways, and, similar to the above proofs, ˙n can be inserted in the kC  blocks in
k .kC2  1/ ways. So JSr .n;kI´/ D JSr .n 1;k 1I´/ C k .kC´/
JSr .n;k 1I´/ ; where ´D 2  1: 
Theorem 2. For non-negative integers n; k; r; the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers have
the following expression:









.2j C2rC´/..j C r/.j C rC´//n
.j CkC2rC´/kC1
:












.j .j C´//n :










1 j .j C´/t :











..j   i/ .j C iC´//










.j .j C´//k r :
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.j .j C´//n tn
















.j .j C´//n r :
and this completes the proof. 











..j C r/.j C rC´//n D nŠ:
Corollary 1. For non-negative integers n; k; r; the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers can
be expressed in terms of the Jacobi-Stirling numbers as follows:







.r .rC´//i JS .n  i;kI´C2r/ :
Proof. From Theorem 2 we may state:























































.r .rC´//i JS .n  i;kI´C2r/ :

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Remark 2. For r D 1 and ´D 1 in Corollary 1 we obtain the following identity
JS .nC1;kC1I 1/D JS .n;kI1/ :
Corollary 2. For non-negative integers n; r; the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers satisfy
.XC r .rC´//n D
nX
kD0
JSr .nC r;kC r I´/.X/k;´C2r :
Proof. From the first identity of Corollary 1 and identity (1.8) we obtain
nX
kD0



































D .XC r .rC´//n :

Remark 3. 1) Since the Jacobi-Stirling number JS .n;kI´/ is a polynomial in ´
of degree n k whose leading coefficient is the Stirling number of the second kind
S .n;k/ ; it follows from Corollary 2 that the r-Jacobi-Stirling number
JSr .nC r;kC r I´/ is also a polynomial in ´ of degree n  k with leader coeffi-
cient the r-Stirling number of the second kind Sr .n;k/ :
2) Corollary 2 can also be obtained by replacing xi with .iC r/.iC rC´/ andX with














.X  xi / :





JSr .nC r;kC r I´/xk
has only real simple non-positive zeros, and then, the r-Jacobi-Stirling numbers of
the second kind are strictly log-concave (thus unimodal).
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Proof. For r D 0 the theorem is Theorem 4 given in [6]. For r  1; since the
coefficient of xn in Pn .x/ is JSr .nC r;nC r I´/D 1; Pn is a polynomial of degree
n: For nD 1; P1 .x/D 1Cx has a real negative root. Assume Pn .x/ has only real



































; r  1:
By induction, the polynomial Qn .x/ satisfies all the assumptions of Lemma 2 given
in [6], so QnC1 .x/ has only real negative simple zeros and the root x D 0 with mul-
tiplicity r: This shows that PnC1 .xIr/ has only real negative simple zeros. On using
Newton’s inequality [5, p. 52], it follows that the sequence .JSr .nC r;kC r I´/ ;
0 k  n/ is strongly log-concave. 
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